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Introduction. In the complicated situation of the Great Migration Period in Europe
Baltic culture and the territory are recognized by researchers as a most stable
area in Central Europe in its permanent development from Roman Iron Age into
the  Early  Middle  Ages  (Godlowski  1970;  Okulicz  1973;  Michelbertas,1986;
Tautavi5ius 1996). However in the middle of the first millenium the Baltic people
experienced  changes  in territory and  in their social - economical  life,  mostly
related to the processes of the Great Migration period in Europe. All of the Baltic
tribes later mentioned in written sources emerged in the late fourth and fifth centuries
ITautavi6ius 1996: 44+5, fig.1 ). In the middle of the first millenium, the changing
population size transformed the network of settlements and domestic intertribal
trade routes in the existing ethnic-cultural areas.

In the great changes of the Migration period the Baltic tribes which were living
in the huge territory from Samland Peninsula and the Mazurian Lakeland to western
and central Lithuania and, as the last year data show, eastern part of Lithuania
was involved in this process. Samland Peninsula and Olsztyn culture unit ("mazur-
germanische" Kultur) had the most special position in the Migration period. 0lsztyn
culture unit was unique for this part of Europe because of the wealth of their
artifacts, which had features typical to the interregional Germanic culture. Perhaps
the hypothesis that Olsztyn group was formed by Galindai, who returned to their
homeland, after migrating with the Goths and other tribes, has a real background
(Sturms 1 950: 22; Nowakowski 1 989: 120-123). The fact that some wn.tten sources
of the beginning of the sixth century mention  Baltic and Scandinavian  people
together among the Goths is an ideal explanation for this phenomenon (Wolfram
1990: 59no3). Samland Peninsula had n.ch amber deposits and since Roman Iron
Age was trading in amber and had close and possible direct contact with Roman
Empire. OIsztyn group was involved in amber trade and this was one of the factors
of their wealth. During Early Migration Period Samland and Olsztyn group were
flourishing areas. Intermediate merchants from western Lithuania and perhaps
lower reaches of the Nemunas region were drawn into amber trade. A considerably
higher number of amber artifacts occur in the burials of the Lithuanian cemeteries,
which belong to the fifth -sixth centuries (Bliuj.iene 2001 b: 171-186). The types of
different artifacts and amber beads found in the graves of the fifth -sixth centuries
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could evidence an  intensive long distance trade in  raw materials between the
merchants of the coastal area with southern regions.

Geometrical patterns of the fifth-sixth centuries. In the F`oman lron Age
Baltic tribes used abundant geometrical patterns as well as open work designs to
adorn and embellish their ornaments.  In the middle of the fifth century a lot of
changes in the geometrical style of Baltic ornaments took place. In the middle of
the fifth century some new,  never used  before geometrical patterns,  such  as
semicircle,  triangular and rhombus filled by notches, dots and others additions
were especially often used for decoration of ornaments (Fig.1 : 1-2; 2: 2-3, 4). "X"
motif started to be used to adorned crossbow fibulae with triangular, bent or narrow
feet (Fig. 2: 2). Such geometrical designs as a motif of "linden leafs", spirals similar
to letter "S" and reverse "S'', scrolls, broken lines resembling meander, swastikas,
triskeles were  introduced  into decoration  of the ornaments.  Engraved  notches
resembling zigzag line, stamped like a wave semicircles were pretty often used to
adorn ornaments: belt -buckle plates, scabbard -mounts, horse trappings and

other artifacts, Geomet-

Fig.1.  Croosbow brooches with  long namow feet and cast catch -
plates.  1  -Plinkaigalis, grave 40; 2 -Vilkiautinis, barrow 2,
grave  1;  3,  5 -Zviliai,  grave  261;  4 -Riklikai,  barrow  13,
LNM AR 499: 86; 6 -Kalni§kiai, grave 39; 7 -Kukiai, hoard
2  (1-5 -LNM  AR  C;  drawings  by Audrone  Ruziene;  6 -
according to Astrauskas,  Gleizniene, §imenas,1999, fig 3;
7 -according to Cholodinska,1973;  1,  5,  7 -bronze;  2 -
iron;  6 -bronze covered  by white  metal).
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rical ornamentation pat-
terns of Baltic tribes in the
fifth -sixth centuries are
characterized by use of
the  "star"  motif,  which
came from Scandinavia
with  S6sdala  style.  In
Baltic  lands  the  "star"
motif has its special Baltic
expression (Aberg 1919:
45, Abb. 43; Bitner-Wfob-
lewska   1991:  49-81;
BIiuj.iene 2000a: 103-104;
BIiujiene  2001b:  14-16,
fig. 9). Most of the nume-
rous mentioned geometri-
cal  motifs  of the  Baltic
decoration system disap-
peared at the end of the
sixth century. Only a trian-
gular, dot, cirole, notches,"X' motifs of the Migration

Period  geometrical  pat-
terns  did  not  lose  their
position  in  the  latest
decoration systems.

Along with the new
geometrical  designs of
Baltic tribes, animal mo-
tifs appeared at the end
of the fifth century. These
geometrical  as  well  as



Fig.  2.  Croosbow  brooches  with  trianguliar feet:  1  -  Plinkai-
galis, grave 354; 2 -Plinkaigalis, grave, 37; Vilkiautinis,
barrow  2,  grave  2  (1-3  -LNM  AR  C;  drawings  by
Audrone  Ruziene.  1,  3 -iron; 2 -bronze).

animal motifs were cultural
wave of the Great Migration
Period.  The  decoration  of
Baltic ornaments was much
influenced by S6sdala, Sj6-
rup,  Nydam,  Untersieben-
brunn and other more local
styles of the middle of the
forth-the first half of the fifth
centuries (Forssander 1 937:
183-272; Voss 1954: 171-
230;  Lund  Hansen  1969:
63-102;  BIiujiene  2000a:
104-107).

Schemes of geometri-
cal ornamentation of the Ro-
man  Iron  Age  were  quite
different  from  those  that
started  to  be  used  in  the
middle  of the  fifth  century.
Ornamentation schemes of
the  early  Migration  Period
are  much   more  simply,
sometimes only the edges

or the ends of the ornament were embellished by stamped geometrical pattern
(Fig. 2:  3; 4).

Some previously unused by Balticjewellers metalwork techniques appeared
at the  same time.  They were  chip-carving,  nielloing,  gilding,  and  covering  of
ornaments with embossed white metal plates. At the same time stamped decoration
started to  be the  main way of covering  of ornaments  surface.  All  these  new
technologies were methods universally used across Europe. A lot of ornaments
made from silver, gilded silver, bronze and iron or only iron appeared in the fifth-
sixth centuries. It should be mentioned that rather often ornaments of the Migration
Period are made of silver, or iron.

/mporfs as cw/fora/ i.deas. Different types of crossbow brooches, bindings for
drinking horns, belt buckles and their mounts as well as turned and semi-turned
amber beads are known from Lithuanian cemeteries of the fifth-sixth centuries. A
lot of these artifacts were imported from the Middle Danube area, Scandinavia,
lower Vistula  region,  Mazurian  Lakeland.  Some  of artifacts  mentioned  above,
according to the imported examples, were manufactured somewhere in Baltic lands.

Jauneikiai, Plinkaigalis, Kalni§kiai, Sauginiai, Vidgiriai, Marvels, Zviliai, Baliu-
liai, Pavajuonys -Reku5iai, Taurapilis should be mentioned as famous sites of
the fifth-sixth centuries of Lithuania. Many imported artifacts are known from these
burial grounds. These imports indicate contacts with Middle Europe, Scandinavia
and other regions. Some of the imports should be mentioned especialy. They are -
a silver cicada-shaped brooch dated by the fifth-early sixth century -a stray find
of sauginiai burial ground (LNM AR 507: 60; Merkevi6ius 1984: 56, fig.18: 2). The
silver brooch with plates at its terminals, dated the fifth -early sixth century found
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in  the  male  grave  144,  Plinkaigalis  cemetery  (Kazakevi6ius  1993:  113-114).
However it should be mentioned that silver brooches with plates at its terminals
have been worn in paires only by Germanic and Hunnish women. The brooches -
finds of Plinkaigalis and Sauginiai -are imports from the tern.tory of present Hungary.
Such fibulac are characteristic Hunnish artifacts (86na 1993, fig. 34).

Only two "Raupenfibelen" type brooches are known from a boy's grave 261 at
Zviliai cemetery from the present Lithuania territory (Fig. 1 : 3, 5). Grave 261 from
Zviliaicemeterybelongstothebeginningofthefifthcentury.Thefibulaefromzviliai
are exact copies of ``Raupenfibeln" of group I: 1 A (Tuszyhska 1998: 179, ryc.1, 3:
1, 4; 1 ). Brooches of such type are known in the Wielbark culture area of the lower
Vistula region and the samland peninsula ITuszyhska 1 998: 177-187). The brcoches
found at Zviliai grave 261, as well as a necklace of amber beads-pendants shaped
as figure eight or breloque must have been imported from lower Vistula region.

For Baltic jewellers a "Raupenfibeln" was one of the factors which give an
idea for making relief surfaces of an artifacts (Fig.1 : 7; 2: 1 ; 8: 1-3; 9; 12). Baltic

jewellers  using  horizontal  cord  like  incisions,  strokes  leaning  right or left and
other geometrical patterns started to achieve the effect or illusion of deeper relief
as well (Fig.1 :  1-2; 8: 4; 11 ).  In most cases, often as an experiment they used
this for crossbow brooches with long narrow foot and cast-catch plate. Another
huge cultural impact for Baltic jewellers to cover all the surface of the artifact by
geometrical patterns was S6sda[a, Sj6rup, Nydam, Untersiebenbrunn styles of
the middle of the forth-the first half of the fifth centuries and later Germanic animal
style I and, perhaps, style 11. All these influences were soon modified and adopted
to satisfy the geometrical pattern taste of the Baltic tribes.

Crossbow fibulae with a lofty bow and short foot and a full cast-catch plates
appeared mostly in eastern Lithuanian barrow cemeteries and burial grounds of
central Lithuania in the graves of the fifth century (Fig. 3). These brooches were
divided into two the so-called `Vilkonys" (Baliuliai, barrow 5, cremation 3; Diktarai,
grave 1 ; Degsne -Laboti§kes, barrow 6; Eiguliai burial ground; Masiej.dnai, barrow
14, cremation 1 ; Plinkaigalis, grave 358; Riklikai, LNM AR 499: 86; Taurapilis, barrow
5; Kalni§kiai, grave 191  and stray find; Zabieli§kes, barrow, 3 grave 2; Vilkonys,
barrow 6) and "Pilvinai" (Auk§tadvaris in cultural layer of the hill -fort; Veisvai,

Fig. 3. Crossbow brooches of „Vilkonys" and „Pilvi-
nai" types.  1  - Zabieli§kes,  barrow,  3 grave
2;  2  -  Po§kai,  barrow 2  (1-2  LNM  AR  C;
drawings by Audrone  Ruziene.  1-2 -iron).
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graves  29,  74,113-114;  Po§kai,
barrow 2; Skersabaliai, barrow) types
(Gavrituxin 1989: 78no5; Tautavi6ius
1996:  193). Vytautas Kazakevi6ius
called this type of brooches as "Rik-
likai" type (Kazakevi6ius 1998: 199).
The brooches of both types in most
cases were made of iron. They are
only 5-7 cm long with a foot only 1.5-
1.8  cm  long.  The  brooches of the
"Pilvinai" type have torqued ortwisted

bow (Fig. 3: 2). The brooches of the
`Mlkonys''typehaveabowofdifferent

cross -section (Fig. 3: 1 ). Sometimes
the bow Of the fibulae is decorated with
small notches. The bronze brooches



of `Vilkonys" type from Riklikai, barrow 1 3, (LNM AR 499: 86) have rectangular plates
at the middle of the bow and the end of the foot. These plates are decorated with
geometrical motif -notches leaning to the left (Fig.1 : 4). Bronze crossbow fibula
from Taurapilis chieftain grave in barrow 5 should be attributed to the ``Vilkonys"
type. Assemblage of this grave -sword scabbard bindings, sword belt buckles, a
pendant -amulet, drinking horn bindings -are not only unique in Lithuania, but
were manufactured in a middle Danubian and Scandinavian workshops ITautavi6ius
1981 : 1843; Gimbutiene 1985: 129; BIiujiene 2000a: 105).

The prototypes of `Vilkonys" and "Pilviniai" brooches are known from provincial
Roman art. Such type of the fibulae is known from Jatvingians barrows, Mazurian
Lakeland, western part of Byelorussia. Some such fibulae are known from Latvia
and Estonia (Moora 1938: 150-151 ). Both fibulae types are known from the middle
Danube region, central European sites of south -western territory of Slovakia,
Dniepr and its tributary, Western Bug till Vistula. Vistula was a direct route to the
middle Danubian region (Gavrituxin 1989: 78no5; Blazek 1997: Abb. 3: 1 -5; Szameit
1997: Tafel 5; 9-10).  Lithuania is the northern territory with huge and compact
enough concentration of fibulae of this type. However at the end of the fifth century
this  type  of the  fibulae  disappeared  without  noticeable  traces  in  shapes  of
ornaments and decoration.

Some crossbow bronze or silver brooches are known with a flat, wide and long
bow in eastern Lithuanian barrow cemeteries of the fifth-sixth century. Such fibulae
are with a bent foot. The end of the foot in such fibula is not bent around the bow but
terminated by decorated rectangular plate (Fig. 4). Such terminating of the crossbow
brooches is atypical to Baltic tribes. The crossbow brooches with long, flat and

wide bow are about 11 -15 cm long.

Fig. 4.  Silver crossbow brooches.  1  - Laukininkai (PcL
lianki) LNM AR 152: 1 ; 2 -Pavajuonys+Reku6iai,
barrow,11, grave 2 (1 -LNM AR C; drawing by
Audrone  Ruziene;  2 - according to Semenas,
1996;  drawing  by D.  Urbanavi6idte).

ln  Lithuania  such  brooches  are
known  from  Baliuliai,  barrow  11,

grave  1 ;  Pavaj.uonys -Reku6iai,
barrow  11,  grave  2;  Laukininkai,
stray  find   (LNM  AR   152:   1).
Brooches of this type were found
in rich inhumations along with other
imports (Baliuliai, barrow 11, grave
1;  necklace  of 24  glass  beads;
Kliaugaite  2000:   177).  A  high-
ranking  woman  was  buried  in
Pavajuonys -Reku6iaj barrow 11,
grave 2 (fig. 4: 2). Not only a neck
ring,  but  a  string  of 91  different
colour glass  beads  and  bronze
spirals as well was found on the
neck of the deceased woman. T\^ro
silver  bracelets  with  thickened
terminals, a spiral finger ring and
two  finger  rings  with  flattened
middle part were found in this high-
ranking woman's grave. The awl
with  wooden  handle  was  fixed
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Fig. 5E Iron crossbow brooch from Sudata I, barrow,
30, grave 4 (Drawing by lzolda Maciukaite;
iron,  bronze).

perhapstothedeceasedwoman'ssash.
A 14.5 cm long bronze fibula with a bent
foot and a wide flat bow was found as an
additional grave good (Semenas 1 998:
150-152). The surface of this fibula was
covered with white metal plate that was
decorated  in  stamped  semicircles
(Fig. 4: 2). The crossbow brooches with
bent foot and wide flat bow are large and
have pure stamped or engraved deco-
ration  at the  edges  of the ornament
(semicircles, notches). These fibulae
as well as their geometrical decoration
are characteristic only of the graves of
the fifthTsi]cth centun.es. Similar brooches
with wide flat bow and cast catchplate

are known from the middle Danube  in the Eariy Migration Period.
Some atypical brooches are known in Lithuanian archaeological material of the

Migration Period. They must have been imported to Lithuania or manufactured locally
according to their foreign prototypes. One of such brooches was found at Sudata I
barrow cemetery 30, in a high-ranking warriors' cremation grave 4 (Fig. 5). Not only
the mentioned iron crossbow fibula with a long narrow foot belongs to this grave of
the second half of the sixth century. Scabbard bindings decorated in animal motifs
and spirals, silver neck ring, spearhead, axe, and shield boss were found here as
well.  The spring  axle of the brooch  instead of the end  knobs  has covering  by
bronze boxes. One bronze box terminate the foot of the fibula. The surface of the
ornament is executed in low relief (Fig. 5). The scabbard bindings found in Sudata
I, grave 4 js decorated in spirals,  resembling scrolls. Animal head with almond
eyes terminates the end of the bindings. Ornamental motifs of scabbard bindings
are known from the second half of the fifth-sixth centuries. They are presented in
fingered brooches, belt buckles plates, household items found in middle Europe,
middle Danube territory, Mazurian Lakeland (Arbman 1945: fig.1-10; Csallany 1961 :
fig.10: 1-3, 6; plates CCVII-Vlll, CCLI: 1 ; CCLXxll: 7; CLXXIV; Okulizc,1973, fig.
245, 249, Nasman: 1984, Tafel 16: 1-5).

A bronze crossbow fibula with cast-catch  plate beside a shoulde-r strap,
two  belt buckles,  one  more  crossbow decorated with  ringlets  brooch,  battle
knife -dagger, spearhead, axe were found at the Kalni§kiai high-ranking warrior's
grave 39. Two horses and ritual horse offering (head of the horse) as well were
buried with the warrior deceased at Kalni§kiai grave 39. A metope plate on the
spring is specific for the decoration of brooch with cast-catch plate (Fig.  1 : 6).
However, plate of the fibula from Kalni§kiai is almost round. The next round plate
adorned the middle of the bow and the third atypical plate terminated the end of
the foot of the artifact (Fig.1 : 6), Perhaps the Sm®renge variant brooches from
Bornholm, which had a high profiled knob, influenced these atypical plates (Bither-
Wr6blewska 2000: 184, fig.1 : b). Trapeze -like metope plates on the springs of
the fibulae became typical features for crossbow animal headed and long footed
brooches of Curonians, Scalvians, Lettigallians, Semigallians in the sixth-ninth
centuries.
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Fibulae mentioned above mostly have been found in the cemeteries of central
and eastern Lithuania since the fifth-sixth centuries. Only few of the speciments
comes from western part of Lithuania (fig.1 : 3, 5, 7).

Absfracf ani.rna/ mofi.rs. At the end of the fifth and the beginning of the sixth
centuries Baltic tribes started to wear crossbow zoomorphic or animal headed
brooches.  In eastern Baltic area as well as in the Germanic world zoomorphic
brooches held a special position. Also it should be mentioned that in Baltic society
animal designs, especially in brooches were associated with high-ranking persons.
Lithuanian archaeological material of the Migration Period shows that only high-
ranking warriors and chieftains (an exception, Vidgiriai, woman grave 11 ) wore
zoomorphic brooches.

Many scholars attempted to find out the origin of Baltic animal-headed brooches
with the intention to describe and classify them (Aberg 1919: 93-97; Oxienstierna
1940: 219-252; Sturms  1950: 20-22; Werner 1970: 78-81 ;  Kazakevi6ius 1983:
189-196;  1993:  106-109; Kulakov 1990: 204-215; 43). The last classification of
crossbow animal-headed brooches based on stylistic development and chronology
was proposed by a well-known Polish researcher Ana Bitner-Wr6blewska (Bitner-
Wr6blewska 2000: 181 -197; 2001 : 77ng8,195-197). The author divided crossbow
animal-headed brooches into Sensburg/Mragowo type and its variants. Specimens
without relief decoration were attributed to this type. The chronology of this type
covers the last few decades of the fourth century and the first half of the fifth century
(Bitner-Wr6blewska 2000: 189-191 ). According to A. Bitner-Wr6blewska's classifi-
cation the DaumenITumiany type brooches have relief decoration. The variant of
these fibulae belongs to the second half of the fifth and the sixth century (Bitner-
Wfoblewska 2000: 191 ). However, in Lithuania and Latvia there were not found any
artifacts decorated with animal motifs which should be ascribed to the end of the
fourth and the first half of the fifth centuries. The first crossbow animal-headed
fibulae appeared in Baltic lands at the end of the fifth -the beginning of the sixth
century.  Precise enough dating for these artifacts was given by grave goods of
Plinkaigalis, grave 106, Vjdgiriai, grave 2, 30, 32; Geistauti, grave 2. From the point
of view of decoration brooches mentioned above are different. In the classification
scheme proposed by A. Bitner-Wr6blewska the crossbow animal-headed fibulae
from the seventh-ninth centuries included to Sensburg/Mragowo Letto -Lithuanian
type and it's imitations are a part of the Baltic animal style (Jurgai6iai, graves 5,
22;  Lazdininkai, graves 27, 36,116; O§i Dobele, stray find;  Bitner-Wr6blewska
2000:  193-194). Crossbow fibula of the sixth century from Pagrybis (stray find;
VDKM 709: 26) is attributed to the Sensburg/Mragowo Letto -Lithuanian variant
as well. Brooches from Plinkaigalis (grave 107); Rubokai (grave 41 ); Vidgiriai (grave
11 ) involve into the Sensburg/Mragowo variant have expressive relief surface. As
the author notes,  brooches of DaumenITumiany type have  relief surface,  but
decoration of the artifacts is different. This means that in the same type there are
artifacts of a different cultural phenomenon.

It is possible propose a simple classification of the animal-headed crossbow
brooches based upon three development stages of decoration and chronology
(Magnus, Bliujiene, in print). These stages (groups) of development of ornamentation
are characterized, first, by spiral ornament, second, by animal motifs in Style I or
its variations, third, by Baltic interpretation of interregional animal style. The first
two fibulae groups have typical  relief surfaces.  Most of the brooches of these
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groups were manufactured of silver or gilded silver. The main matter is that animal
motifs of the first two groups are based on Germanic styles. The zoomorphic
crossbow brooches of the third group (Baltic variations) in most cases have a flat
surface  and  this  makes them  different from  prototypes.  However,  as  it was
mentioned above Balticjewellers following interregional examples tried to make
relief surface of fibulae, or a relief was imitated by geometrical patterns and bosses
(Fig. 8-12: 1 ). Only a few zoomorphic fibulae of the period have really more or less
a relief surface (Fig[ 8:  1-3; 9;  12:  1 ).

The chronology of zoomorhpic crossbow fibulae in the most cases is not
simple.  Some of these brooches are stray finds,  others appear together with
artifacts impossible to attach to any precise period. It means that borders between
the groups are negotiable but the sequence of the decoration development is
obvious: spirals ornament -Germanic animal styles -Baltic variation of the first
two types of ornamentation. The first locally manufactured animal-headed brooches
of the periods D2/D3 have not only an interregional character of ornamentation,
but a lot of local variations. All artifacts found from this period are unique items
and  bear an  impress of different influences.  It makes difficult to set up exact
typological series (Magnus, Bliujiene in print).

The crossbow brooches decorated with animal motifs and spirals. The
spirals, which adorned the first group of the brooches, are different. Some of them
are similar to "S" and reverse "S", others are like the so -called "running dog".
Some of the spirals resemble scrolls or trumpets. Brooch from Vidgiriai, grave 2
has stylistic features resembling S6sdala style. The fibula from Plinkaigalis, grave
106 is attributed to Sj6rup style, the early stage of Style I (Kazakevi6ius 1983:
195). Fibulae of this type have crossbow or "Armbrustfibel" construction.

Zcomorphic Crossbow brcoches decorated in various spirals are known in eastern
Baltic  area  from  Waldeck and  Rombinusberg  stray finds,  Vidgiriai,  grave  2,
Plinkaigalis, grave 106. One brooch was found in central Lithuania, two in the lower
basin of river Nemunas and river Jdra mouth regions, and one in eastern Prussia.
These brooches are made of gilded silver or bronze. The surface of these fibulae is
executed in low relief. All intact fibulae have hemisphen'cal knobs at the ends of the
spring axis. The bow and the foot are executed with spirals in niello inlays. The feet
of the brooches are more realistic or have rather abstract heads of forward-looking
animals. Decoration ideas of this group of artifacts came from Scandinavia or from
middle Europe through Scandinavia. Brooches of this group could be products from
southern part of East Baltic area and, perhaps, not of one workshop. Brooches of
this group should belong to the end of the fifth -the beginning of the sixth century.

The crossbow brooches decorated in Germanic Style I (second group).
Such fibulae were found at Geistauti, grave 2, O§birze, stray find, Vidgiriai, grave
32, Daumen (Tumiany), grave 38 and stray find, Popelken, grave 6, Schlakalnen,
grave 25 and Angerburg, stray find. Characteristic features of style I are partition
of animal bodies, fragmentation and schematization of animal figurines. Addition
of geometrical motifs along with animal motifs is characteristic of the Baltic va-
riation of this group. The crossbow zoomorphic brooch from Vidgiriai, grave 30
also should be ascribed to this group (Fig. 6). However, there is no analogue found
for this fibula.

The crossbow brooches decorated in Germanic animal Style I, and found in
Baltic lands, have a separate chord, spring -axle, end knobs and attachment.
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Such brooches are called ``Kragen-
fibel" crossbow fibulae (Oxenstierna
1940: 245; Nowakowski 1998: 127).
All parts of these brooches were cast
in separate moulds. In fact Baltic ani-
mal-headed bricoches of the sixth cen-
tury with such technological innova-
tion are known only as exceptions
(Jauneikiai, grave 381 ; Miklas Kalns,
number of the grave -unpublished;
Petrai6iai  and  Sta6idnai,  stray
finds). Only at the end of the sev-
enth -the tenth centuries Balticj.ew-
ellers separated chord, spring and
attachment of the brooches.

The  zoomorphic  crossbow
brooches of the second  group are
known from several areas: south -

Fig.  6.  Gilded  silver Crossbow brooch  from Vidgiriai,

grave  30  (Drawing  by Virgilijus Truklickas).

west Latvia, the lower Nemunas and
JC]ra mouth regions, Samland Peninsula, and the Mazuren Lakeland. The brooches
of the second group should  have  been  imported to  Lithuania  and  Latvia from
Scandinavia or Mazuren Lakeland. Due to huge mutual relations of Olsztyn group
people with middle Europe and Scandiniavia it is possible that such brooches
were produced somewhere in Mazuren Lakeland. One of such brooches was found
at Gfaborg (OIand), another only as a casting mould is known from H6Igo settlement
(\/Verner 1970: 78noo, Tafel 8: 1 ). Quite possible, that such fashionable fibulae were
made in workshops, located in different areas. However, such designs, as well as
technology are not typical to the Baltic ornamentation system of this period.

Baltic crossbow zoomorphic brooches made according to Germanic
profofypes /tit.rd group/. These fibulae were manufactured in eastern Baltic
region and Lithuania by local handicraftsmen Balticjewellers of several different
workshops trained in very close stylistic trends produced artifacts adorned with
animal motifs. However, local handicraftsmen applied different artistic and tech-
nical standards and produced their own version of current fashion, without main-
taining any direct contacts with each other. This tendency is well illustrated by
Baltic crossbow zoomorphic brooches. All of them are quite different (Fig. 8-12: 1 ).
It is possible to indicate a workshop in Semigallians land, between rivers Md§a
and Lielupe.

Elaborating crossbow brooches with long narrow feet and cast-catch plates
Balticjewellers transformed the feet into more or less realistic animal heads (Fig.
8-12: 1 ). The animal on the brooch foot.was given "eyes", ``nostrils" and "forehead"
(Fig. 8: 1, 34; 9). Two small warts also adorned heads of this animal (Fig. 8-10). In
rare cases not only the foot of the brooch, but even the terminal of the bow was
transformed into more or less abstract head of animal (Fig. 8: 2, 4; 9). Some of a
fibulae just only end of a feet mark out in abstract animal head without any more or
less realistic details (Fig.11 ). However, at the end of the sixth-the seventh century
jewellers working in Baltic animal style changed the animal on the end of the bow
into more or less rectangular plate, or trapeze -like metope.
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Fig.  7.  Gilded  silver crossbow brooch from Vidgiriai,  grave 32  (LNM AR C;  drawing  by Audrone
Ruziene).

Fig. 8. Bronze crossbow animal headed brooches.  1 -Petrai6iai, stray find; SAM 695; 2 -§ukioniai,
stray find; SAM 623; 3 -Jauneikiai, grave 381 ; Budrai6iai, stray find (1-2 -drawings by Haris
Osta§enkovas;  3 - LNM AR C; drawing by Audrone Ruziene; 4 - according to Tautavi6ius,
1996,  pav.  93).
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Fig.  9.  Bronze  crossbow animal  headed       Fig.10. Bronze crossbowanimal headed brooch from
brooch  from  Gibai6iai  cemetery
(fotobyJaninasilidnaite;SAM248).

Spirakiai   cemetery   (drawing   by   Haris
Osta§enkovas;  SAM A - L 55:3).

Fig.11. Bronze crossbow animal
headed  brooches  from
O§ieniki cemetery (accor-
ding to Vasks A., Virse  I.
1990,  aft.  30).

Brooches from Budrai6iai, Gibai6iai, Jauneikiai, Petrai6iai, Spirakiai, §ukonys
should be attributed to a several Semigallian workshops. Stylistically very close
animal headed crossbow brooches were found at Jauneikiai (grave 381 ; fig. 8: 3)
and Gibai6iai (stray find, SAM 248; fig. 9) cemeteries. The brooch from Jauneikiai is
``Kragenfibel" type. The fibula found at Gibai6iai is ``Armbrustfibel" type (Oxenstierna

1940: 245). The fibula from Jauneikiai grave 381 has a little more sharper relief. It is
possible that both brooches are manufactured in the same Semigallian workshop.
It should be mentioned, that brooch from Petrai6iai (stray find; SAM 695) is a Baltic
variant of such fibulae as found at Vidgiriai 32,  Daumian (Tumiany), grave 38,
Geistauti, grave 2. The brooch from Petrai6iai is Baltic expression of interregional
Germanic technology and stylistic features (Fig. 7; 8: 1 ). The sixth century fibula
from §ukonys (stay find; SAM 623) is an eariy variant of a croosbow brooches with
poppyseed knobs (Fig. 8: 2). The fibula from Spirakiai (stray find; SAM A -L 55: 3)
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Fig.12. Bronze crossbow brooches.1 -Vidgiriai, grave 11 ; 2 -Plinkaigalis, grave 52; 3 -Plinkaigalis,
grave  353  (1  - drawing  by Virgilijus  Truklickas;  2-3 -  LNM  AR  C;  drawings  by Audrone
Ruziene).

has close stylistic links with Curonians and Samogitians animal headed brooches
with long narrow feet and warts (Fig.10; BIiuj.iene 2000b: Fig. 6).

At the end of the fifth -the beginning of the sixth century there appeared a
small subtype -third A group in lower reaches of the Nemunas and its tributaries
Nevezis and Se§upe. Relief surfaces of the artifact and abstract animal motifs on
the foot of the brooch are characteristic of brooches of the third A group (Fig.12: 1 ).
To this subtype fibula found at Plinkaigalis, graves 353, should be attributed. How-
ever, the foot of these fibulae were not terminated with an abstract animal head
(Fig.12:  3). Some of fibulae of this subgroup have ribs, the so -called ``cock-
scombs" in the middle of the bow. Brooches of the third A group are known from
Vidgiriai, grave 11 ; Plinkaigalis, graves 107, 353; Rubokai, grave 41. The fibulae of
this type demonstrate perfect interflow of decoration and transformation of Ger-
manic animal styles to Baltic expression.

Acknow/edgemenf. I would like to expressed my thanks to Audrone §apaite
head of Archaeological department of ``Au§ra" Museum and curator of the collec-
tion Virginija Osta§enkoviene for giving  me an opportunity to use unpublished
material. I would like to thank reseacher Vidas Semenas for permission to use
published material from Sudata I and Pavajuonys -Reku6iai barrow cementeries.

Translated by Aleksandras Pleska5.Iauskas
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Sites mentioned in the article

Angerburg (Wegorzewo), Suwalki district,
Poland.

Auk§tadvaris,  Trakai  dist.  HF

Baliuliai,  Sven6ionys  district.  BC

Budrai6iai,  Joni§kis  dist.  FB

Daumen (Tumiany), Olsztyn dist„ Poland

Degsne -  Laboti§kes,  Moletai  dist.  BC
Diktarai,  Anyk§6iai  dist.  BC

Eiguliai,  Kaunas  city FB

Geistauti,  Liepajas  dist,  Latvia  dist.  FB
Gibai6iai,  Siauliai  dist,  FB

Grinidnai,  Panevezys dist.  FB

Jauneikiai,  Joni§kis  dist.   FB

Jekabpils,  Jekabpils  dist.  FB

Jurgai6iai,  Silute  dist.  FB

Kalni§kiai,  Raseiniai,  dist.   FB

Laukininkai  (Polianki)  Vilnius,  dist.   BC

Marvels, Kaunas city. FB

Maisiej.C]nai,  Kai§iadorys  dist.   BC

Miklas  Ka[ns,  Jelgava dist.  Latvia  FB

Pavajuonys -Reku6iai, lgnalina dist. BC
Pagrybis,  Silale  dist.  FB

Petrai6iai,  Siauliai  dist.  FB

Plinkaigalis,   Kedainiai  dist.   FB

Popelken (Prudovka), Cherhiahovsk dist.,

Kaliningrad  region,  Russia.  FB

Po§kai,  Sal6ininkai  dist.  BC.

Osi  Dobele,  Jelgava dist,  Latvia,  FB
O§ieniki,  Liepajas  dist,  Latvia  dist.  FB

Riklikai,  Anyk§6iai  dist.  BC

Rombinusberg  (near  Sovetsk,  former
Tilsit; Kaliningrad region, Russia) FB

Taurapilis,  Utena  dist.  BC

Sauginiai,  Siauliai,  dist.  FB

Schlakalnen  (Jaroslavskoje),  Zelino-

gradsk  dist.,   Kaliningrad   region,
Russia.  FB

Skersabaliai,  Vilniaus  dist.  BC

Spirakiai,  Joni§kis  dist.   FB.

Sudata  I,  Sven6ionys dist.  BC

Sukioniai,  Pakruoj.o  dist.  FB

Ver§vai, Kaunas city. FB

Vidgiriai,  Silute  dist.  FB

Vilkiautinis  ,  Varena  dist.  BC

Vilkonys,  §al6ininkai  dist.  BC

Waldek (Osokino, Bagrianovsk dist.  Ka-

liningrad  region,  Russia)  FB

Zabieli§kes,  Sal6ininkai  dist.  BC

Zviliai,  Silales  dist.  FB.

Abbrevations

BC  -   Barrow cemetery
FB   -   Flat  burial  ground

HF  -   Hill-fort

Publications

ATL          -Archeologiniai    tyrinejimai  Lietuvoje,  Vilnius.

IA           -Lietuvos  archeologija,  Vilnius

MAD,A  -   Lietuvos  TSR  mokslu akademij.os  darbai.  Serij.a A.  Vilnius.

Museums and scientific institutions

LIl,  F  1            -Institute  of Lithuanian  History.  Archive.  Vilnius.

LNM AR C   -   Lithuanian National Museum, Department of Archeology, Catalog. Vilnius.

SAM                -Siauliai  Museum  „Au§ra",  Siauliai.

VDKM            -Vytauto  Didzioj.o  karo  muziejus,  Kaunas.
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Pagrindiniai Didziojo tautu kraustymosi laikme6io baltu lanki-
niu Segiu stilistiniai bruozai

AUDRONE BLIUJIENE

Santrauka

Didziojo tautu kraustymosi laikais, kaip ir Senajame gelezies amziuje, baltu gen-
6iu gyventa teritorija ir kultdra i§Iiko viena i§ stabiliausiiL centrines Europos regione.
Ta6iau  I tdkstantme6io viduryje   baltu gentis paliete  Didziojo tautu kraustymosi
procesai irj.uatgarsiai. Siame laikotarpyje baltu gentys patyte nemazIL socialiniu,
teritoriniu ir kultdriniu pasikeitimu. Tuo metu del pasikeitusio gyvenvie6iu tinklo,

pasikei6ia tarpgentiniai prekybos keliai, susiformuoj.a visos gentys, Zinomos i§
velesniu ra§ytiniu §altiniu. Vakaru baltai, gyvene sambijos pusiasalyje ir oI§tyno
ku[tdrine grupe del prekybos gintaru buvo vieni i§ turtingiausiu baltiL regioniL. In-
tensyvios prekybos deka I tokstantme6io viduryje baltuteritorijoje randama gana
daug imporfiniudirbiniu, kurie buvo kultdrinis postdmis, sekant naujomis idejomis
kurti  naujos stilistikos dirbinius.

Senajame gelezies amziuj.e baltu gentys savo papuo§alus dekoravo geomet-
riniais ornamentais. Baltu ornamento sistemoje geometriniai motyvai i§Iieka ir I
tdkstantme6io viduryje, ta6iau jie labai pakinta. Atsiranda nauj.u, iki tol baltujuve-
Iyru nenaudotu geometriniu motyvu („X``, pusapskritimis, trikampis, trikampis su
ivairiais papildymais viduj.e, rombas, ,,Iiepi+" Iapu pavida[o motyvas, ivairios spira-
Ies, primenan6ios „S" ir atvirk§6ia raide „S``;  1+ pav.). Su S6sdala stiliumi baltu

papuo§aludekore atsiranda „Zvaigzdes" motyvas. Dauguma minetu motyvuvl a.
pabaigoje i§ baltu ornamentines sistemos i§nyksta. Tik kai kurie nauj.ai atsirad?
geometriniai motyvai t?sia savo kelione i ve[esnes ornamentines s{ruktc]ras (tri-
kampis, ,,X"). I tdkstantme6io viduryje, lyginant su ankstesniu laikotarpiu, pakinta
ir papuo§aludekoravimo schemos. Nagrinejamame laikotarpyje atsiranda ir nauj.u
papuo§alugamybos technologiju. Tai reljefiniai pavir§iai, sidabravimas, auksavi-
mas, juodinimas, papuo§alu dengimas balto metalo plok§telemis. Pazymetina,
kad V-VI a. randama daug papuo§alugamintu i§ sidabro, gelezies, Zalvario deng-
to [vairiomis balto metalo dangomis.

Jauneikiai, Plinkaigalis, Kalni§kiai, Sauginiai, Vidgiriai, Marve[e, Zviliai, Ba-
Iiuliai, Pavaj.uonys -Reku6iai, Taurapilis -tai bene Zymiausi tyrineti Viduriniojo

gelezies amziaus pradzios Lietuvos laidojimo paminklai. Juose randama impor-
tuotu papuo§alu (1 : 3, 5 pav.). Kai kurieju atkeliavo i§ Vielbarko kultdros. Straips-
nyje importuoti dirbiniai minimi norint parodyti ne tik pla6ius Lietuvos baltugen6iu

prekybinius ry§ius, bet ir nusakyti kultdrin? tokiiL ry§iu svarba. Daugialypiu kultc]-
riniu Ltaku pasekoje V-Vl  a.  baltu papuo§ali+ formos  ir ornamentika yra  ne tik
kupinos inovaciju, bet svarbu, kad §ios naujoves tapo korybiniais impulsais ku-
riant balti§kutipu papuo§alus (1 : 1-2; 2; 8-12 pav.).

Centrines Lietuvos kapinynuose ir Rytu Lietuvos pilkapynuose, V a. kapuo-
se, randamos nedideles, dazniausiai gelezines lankines seges trumpa kojele ir
auk§tu  liemeneliu.  Tokios seges suskirstytos  i du tipus -„Vilkoniu``  ir ,,Pilviniu"

(3 pav.). Nors tokiu segiuyra rasta Latvijoje ir Estijoje, bet Lietuva yra §iauriausia
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kompakti§ka Sill segiu paplitimo teritorija. Abiej.u Sill segiu tipu prototipai ir papli-
timo regionas veda i centrine Europa ir Dunojaus vidurupio regiona.

1§ V-Vl a.  Rytu Lietuvos pilkapiu Zinomos kelios stambios sidabrines lanki-
nes seges  ilgu,  plok§6iu  ir pla6iu  liemeneliu  ir trumpa  palenkta  kojele (4 pav.).
Gamybos technologij.a §ias seges skiria nuo balti§kulu segil| variantu. Rytu Lietu-
voje randamu segiu koj.ele neapsukta aplink liemeneli, bet tarsi ji apgaubia. Be to,
segiu kojeles ir liemenelio sanddra baigiasi plok§tele. Seges dekoruotos bddingais
V-Vl a. geometriniais motyvais -pusapskritimiais, zigzago pavidalo |kartomis.

I§skirtine sege rasta turtingame degintiniame PavajuoniorReku6iu kario ka-
pe (pilkapis 30, k. 4; 5 pav.). Cia, be kitudaiktu, rasta, matyt, kovos peilio mak§tu
apkalo dalis. Pastarasis dirbinys turi ai§kias analogijas Dunojaus vidurupio dirzo
sag6iiL apkalu formoje ir dekore, o taip pat pir§tuotulu segiu puo§yboje.

Visoje gausioj.e V-VI a. Iankiniu segiu grupej.e i§siskiria Zalvarine sege, rasta
turtingame vyro, dviej.ujo Zirgu ir Zirgo aukos kape 39 Kalni§kiu kapinyne. Si sege
su dobilo lapelio pavidalo kojele analogiju balti§koje medziagoje  neturi (1 : 6 pav.).

V a. pab.-VI a. pr. baltugen6iiigyventoje teritorijoje i§plinta lankines zoomor-
fines seges (6-11 pav.). Jau XX a. pradzioje atkreiptas demesys i §iuos i§skirtinai
reik§mingus baltu vyru papuo§alus. Tipologizuojant lankines zoomorfines seges
naudoj.amos kelios klasifikacijos schemos, vienaju pasit]le garsi lenku mokslininke
Ana Bitner-Vrublevska. Autore, remdamasi segiu reljefi§kumu ir chronologija, su-
skirste lankines zoomorfines seges i Sensburgo/Mrongovo (seges be reljefinio
pavir§iaus, priklauso paskutinems dviem IV a. ketvir6iams -V a. pirmaj.ai pusei) ir
DaumianuITumianu (seges su reljefiniu pavir§iumi, datuojamos antraja V a. puser
Vl a.) tipus irjuvariantus. Ta6iau Lietuvoj.e ir Latvijoje nerasta ne tik segiu, bet ir

jokiu kitu dirbiniu, dekoruotu zoomorfiniais motyvais,  datuotinu IV a.  pabaiga-
V a. pradzia.

Yra galima ir paprastesne lankiniuzoomorfiniu segiu klasifikavimo schema,
besiremianti seges dekoravimo ypatumais ir chronologija. Pirmajai lankiniu segiu
grupei priklauso lankines zoomorfines seges, dekoruotos [vairaus pavidalo spira-
Iemis (S6sdala, Sj.6rupo stiliaus [taku ribos). Antroji §io tipo segiu grupe remiasi
tarpregioninemis germani§komis itakomis. Tre6ios grupes seges yra balti§kasis
V a. pabaigos-Vl a. zoomorfiniai dirbiniai besiremiantys transformuotomis pirmi[-
ju dviej.u segiu grupiu stilistinemis naujovemis.

Kaip VI a. balti§ko varianto lankiniiLzoomorfinio segiugamybos vieta i§siski-
ria ziemgaliu gyventa teritorija, apimanti platu regionatarp Md§os ir Lielupes upiu.
Cia rastos dekoru  ir gamybos technologija pana§ios seges (8-11  pav.).  Be to,
akivaizdu, kad Stiliaus I dirbiniai veike balti§kuvariantu lankiniuzoomorfiniu segiu
konstrukcijairdekora(7; 8: 1  pav.).
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